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ABSTRACT Rapid and direct genetic analysis of low numbers of

bacteria using chip-based sensors is limited by the slow diﬀusion of
mRNA molecules. Long incubation times are required in dilute
solutions in order to collect a suﬃcient number of molecules at the
sensor surface to generate a detectable signal. To overcome this
barrier here we present an integrated device that leverages electrochemistry-driven lysis less than 50 μm away from electrochemical nucleic acid sensors to overcome this barrier. Released intracellular mRNA can diﬀuse the
short distance to the sensors within minutes, enabling rapid and sensitive detection. We validate this strategy through direct lysis and detection of E. coli mRNA
at concentrations as low as 0.4 CFU/μL in 2 min, a clinically relevant combination of speed and sensitivity for a sample-to-answer molecular analysis approach.
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N

ew strategies for rapidly detecting
low levels of bacteria are urgently
needed to control and manage infectious disease.1 No existing method simultaneously satisﬁes the needed speed and
sensitivity requirements to detect suﬃciently low levels of bacteria in a clinicallyrelevant time period.2 Culture, the gold
standard for diagnosis for most types of
bacterial infection diagnosis, requires hours
to days to amplify the bacteria to visibly detectable levels. Enzymatic ampliﬁcation methods such as the polymerase chain reaction
(PCR) are complex to automate and often require sample puriﬁcation that slows analysis.3,4
A wide variety of molecular sensors have
been developed to address the limitations
of culture and PCR.58 The direct detection
of nucleic acid sequences using chip-based
sensors has been pursued for some time
as an attractive solution.914 The use of
mRNA sequences such as that corresponding to the RNA polymerase β (rpoβ) subunit
can provide species-level identiﬁcation of
bacteria,15 and many copies of mRNA may
exist in a single cell which provides an inherent signal enhancement. However, using
this type of biomarker to rapidly detect
bacteria at clinically relevant levels remains
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a challenge; the long diﬀusion times of
large mRNA molecules impose an inherent
trade-oﬀ between speed and sensitivity of
detection.16,17 In a typical sample-to-answer
detection scheme, bacteria are lysed in a lysis
chamber and the homogeneous lysate is
then transported to a detection chamber
(Figure 1A).18 As each bacterium may harbor
multiple copies of the target mRNA, prior to
lysis, the molecules are present at a locally
high concentration inside each bacterium.
However, after lysis, intracellular mRNA is
released into bulk solution, and thus the overall concentration of mRNA is very low. When
sensing low concentrations of mRNA, long
incubations times are required in order to
accumulate enough target molecules at the
sensor surface to generate a detectable signal.
Here, we propose a novel approach to
rapid genetic analysis that uses an electrochemical approach to lyse bacteria in close
proximity to a microelectrode where their
mRNA can be analyzed. Proximal electrochemical lysis shortens the required distance
over which the target mRNA molecules must
diﬀuse. This approach provides a 10-fold
improvement in performance and permits
rapid analysis of bacteria at clinically relevant
levels.
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Figure 1. Schematic of lysis and electrochemical readout. (A) (i) Typically, bacteria are lysed in bulk solution, and the
homogeneous lysate is transferred to the sensor. (ii) In an alternative proximal lysis approach, bacteria are lysed in the vicinity
of the sensor, and released mRNA can rapidly diﬀuse the short distance to the sensor. (B) Diﬀusional ﬂux of mRNA released
from a single bacterium harboring 1400 transcripts. The ﬂux from lysis at varying distances from the sensor is compared to the
ﬂux from homogeneous lysate from 4 CFU/μL. (C) Molecules accumulated at the sensor over time after local lysis (50 μm away)
of a single bacterium compared to homogeneous lysate at varying concentrations. Detecting less than ∼1 CFU/μL in 5 min is
not possible in a homogeneous lysate. In contrast, intracellular RNA from just a single bacterium lysed locally accumulates
within minutes at the sensor surface. The dashed black line represents a typical threshold for detection of 10 molecules. (D)
Each well contains two lysis electrodes and an NME sensor. Bacteria are lysed electrochemically by an applied potential.
Released intracellular mRNA rapidly hybridizes to the complementary PNA probe molecules functionalized on the NME
surface. (E) The amount of hybridized mRNA is read using an electrocatalytic reporter pair and DPV to measure the peak
current before and after hybridization.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Summary of Approach. Detection of mRNA using chipbased sensors is limited by the rate of molecular
diffusion to the sensor. Molecules of bacterial mRNA,
which can be up to thousands of base pairs long, have
low diffusion coefficients compared to short synthetic
oligomers, and long time scales are therefore required
to collect enough molecules to generate a robust
response.19 To study the diffusional flux of analytes at
the sensor after lysis, we created a model of a single
E. coli inside a well that contains a 20 μm hemispherical
sensor. We assumed each E. coli contained multiple
copies of RNA polymerase β subunit (rpoβ), a 4000 bp
BESANT ET AL.

transcript. We assumed a copy number of 1400 as
calculated previously.17 Figure 1B compares the diffusional flux of the analytes at the sensor as a function of
time for the homogeneous and local lysis approaches.
In the homogeneous lysis case, the flux is low and
nearly constant. In the local lysis approach, the flux
rapidly increases in the first minutes as the analytes
reach the sensor and slowly decays as the molecules
diffuse away. Figure 1C shows the number of analyte
molecules captured at the sensor surface over time for
both lysis scenarios. Rapidly (<30 min) detecting less
than 1 CFU/μL is not possible with a homogeneous
lysis approach as no analyte molecules are captured
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senses the change in electrostatics at the sensor
surface (Figure 1E).23 Ru(NH3)63þ ions accumulate at
the sensor surface and serve as electron acceptors.
Fe(CN)63 ions serve to reoxidize Ru(II) as it is made
electrochemically and regenerate the electron acceptor to make the reaction electrocatalytic. Diﬀerential
pulse voltammetry provides an eﬀective sampling
method that can be used to investigate whether
current levels rise above a threshold that indicates that
a sample is positive for a particular pathogen.
Design and Validation of Lysis Electrodes for Electrochemical
Hydroxide Generation. Given that large applied potentials
could disrupt the bond between a probe sequence
and the sensor, thereby compromising the integrity of
the surface assembled monolayer, we simulated the
electric fields generated by different lysis electrode
geometries (Figure 2A,B). Lysis electrodes which sandwich the sensor induce a high potential at the sensing
electrode which could reduce probe coverage by
dissociating the goldthiol bond (Figure 2A). Figure 2B
shows an alternative layout in which both lysis electrodes wrap around the sensing electrode. The electrodes
act as an on-chip faraday cage to shield the sensor from
the electric fields. We chose this layout to minimize the
electric fields experienced by the sensor.
Another feature of the device we fabricated is
patterned wells that contain the lysis and sensing
electrodes to enable the contents of the bacterial
cells to remain close to the sensor. The wells introduced on the surface of the chip hold 1 nL of liquid
and were generated using SU-8 and patterned using
photolithography. Nanostructured microelectrode (NME)
sensors were plated within the wells and were shown to
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after 30 min. On the other hand, if just a single
bacterium is lysed 50 μm from the sensor, many target
analytes will accumulate on the sensor surface within
minutes.
In light of the ﬁndings from our diﬀusional model,
we designed a device that would minimize the distance
between the site of cell lysis and mRNA detection. The
device featured electrodes for electrochemical lysis that
surrounded a detection sensor (Figure 1D). Previous
studies have shown that hydroxide ions can be produced locally to initiate cellular lysis, but this approach
has primarily been used in bulk solution as a means to
prepare samples for analysis using PCR or other detection approaches.2022 Here, lysis electrodes were
placed within 50 μm of a microelectrode sensor, which
allows large mRNA molecules to diﬀuse to the sensor
within 10 min. The reaction that initiates cell lysis is
based on the production of hydroxide ions from water
at a cathode at a potential of 20 V. Hydroxide ions can
break down bacterial membranes, causing the contents
of the bacteria, including the nucleic acids, to be
released into solution.
The placement of a chip-based sensor in close
proximity to the lysis electrodes provides the potential
for very sensitive analysis of bacterial cells because
limited diﬀusion is required of the molecules that
provide information on cellular identity. The functionalization of a nearby sensor with a thiolated probe
molecule that is complementary to a unique portion
of a bacterial mRNA allows capture of the marker if
bacteria are present within a sample undergoing
analysis. The presence of bound target mRNA can be
read using an electrochemical reporter system that

Figure 2. Device design. Simulations of the electric ﬁelds induced by lysis electrodes which span the sensor (A) and wrap
around the sensor (B). (C) Optical microscopy image of NMEs electrodeposited into the well array. (D) Optical microscopy and
scanning electron microscopy images of an electrodeposited NME. Scale bars represent 100 μm.
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Figure 4. Eﬀect of lysis on probe integrity. Percent change in
magnitude of peak oxidation currents of Fe(CN)64 measured
before and after on-chip lysis. The percent increase in current
measured after applying 30 μs and 10 ms pulses in various
buﬀers. High percentage changes indicate that the probe is
removed from the surface. Error bars represent standard error.

Figure 3. Validation of electrochemical lysis. (A) Eﬀect of
applied potentials on E. coli viability after incubating on
agar plates. IPA was used as a positive control. (B) Uptake of
PI measured by ﬂow cytometry as a function of voltage. IPA
is used as a positive control. (C) Uptake of PI measured with
optical microscopy as a function of the number of pulses
applied. E. coli expressing GFP are green, and E. coli that
uptake PI are red. Scale bars represent 100 μm.

exhibit similar morphologies to what has been demonstrated previously (Figure 2C,D).17,18,24
As an initial assessment of lysis, we measured E. coli
growth on agar plates after they were subjected to onchip electrochemical lysis (Figure 3A). We applied pulse
voltages from 0 to 20 V at 1 Hz for 1 min to E. coli and
allowed the lysate to incubate on agar plates overnight. E. coli viability dropped after applying 5 V, and
no growth was observed after applying 20 V. While
this approach is an indirect measure of whether lysis
is occurring, it provides a means to identify an interesting potential range to look for membrane permeability.
To study whether lysis made the E. coli membrane
permeable, we measured cellular uptake of propidium
iodide (PI), a ﬂuorescent dye which intercalates
with DNA (Figure 3B). Cellular uptake of PI is used as
an indicator of lysis as PI cannot cross intact cell
membranes. Using ﬂow cytometry, we measured propidium iodide uptake as a function of pulse voltage.
Increasing voltage caused greater uptake of propidium
iodide, with the largest uptake at 20 V.
BESANT ET AL.

Using ﬂuorescent microscopy, we visualized PI uptake
in real time (Figure 3C). Voltage pulses (20 V) were applied
to E. coli expressing green ﬂuorescent protein (GFP) in the
presence of PI. We observed greater PI uptake as increasing number of voltage pulses were applied. E. coli lyse
ﬁrst at the positive outer electrode and then near the
grounded inner electrode.
Identification of Compatible Solution Conditions for Electrochemical Lysis and Detection. Initiating lysis close to a chipbased sensor has the potential to improve detection
limits but may also introduce issues that would interfere with the function of the sensors. As discussed
above, the presence of a strong field could interfere
with the attachment of the probe to the sensor. In
addition, the ions generated electrochemically could
degrade the probe molecules.25
We tested diﬀerent lysis conditions and investigated
whether probe molecules were dissociating from the
sensor surface. An assay based on the blocking of the
surface in the presence of probe was used, where signals
generated by Fe(CN)64 were analyzed. The iron reporter
group is repelled by the anionic probe, and if stripping
occurred, the signal it generates would increase.
As shown in Figure 4, diﬀering levels of probe
stripping were observed when buﬀer conditions were
varied. Lysis performed in water with short (30 μs) or
long (10 ms) pulses did not cause probe dissociation.
However, lysis in 1 phosphate-buﬀered saline did
cause damage with large signal changes occurring
for both pulse times. Diluting the PBS or the use of
phosphate buﬀer attenuated this eﬀect. In PBS,
the presence of chloride ions likely contributes to the
production of hypochlorite ions after the production of
Cl2 at the anode. Hypochlorite is highly reactive and
persists in buﬀered solutions and is expected to cause
signiﬁcant damage both to immobilized probes and
the molecules being liberated within a sample. It is
therefore desirable to avoid generating this species.
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Lysis in phosphate buﬀer, especially with short
pulses, resulted in minimal probe loss and provides
buﬀering capacity to ensure that samples only transiently experience elevated hydroxide levels and provides
ionic strength to promote hybridization on the sensor
surface. This buﬀer system was therefore identiﬁed as the
best set of solution conditions that was compatible with
both electrochemical lysis and detection.
Bacterial Detection with Proximal Lysis. With effective
lysis demonstrated, the detection of bacteria using the
devices was tested. A series of studies were conducted
that focused on the effect of lysis pulse length on
detection of E. coli (Figure 5A). Increasing the pulse time
from 30 to 300 μs increased the amount of current
change generated with a solution of 400 CFU/μL E. coli
cells per microliter, indicating greater lysis efficiency with
the longer pulses. The optimal current at 300 μs is likely
due to the competing effects of hydroxide generation.
High hydroxide concentrations lead to efficient lysis
but also to degradation of the target molecules. Below
300 μs, the lysis is not as efficient, while above 300 μs, the
target likely degrades due to excessive hydroxide concentration and the probe is removed from the sensor
which causes a lower current change.

METHODS
Simulations. Simulations of electric fields for various lysis
electrode designs were conducted using COMSOL Multiphysics.
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Figure 5. Lysis and electrochemical detection of E. coli. (A)
Eﬀect of electrical lysis pulse length on the electrochemical
signal change. (B) Concentration-dependent signal change
of E. coli lysed on-chip as compared to E. coli lysed oﬀ-chip.
The data were normalized to the signal from 400 CFU/μL. (C)
Hybridization time dependence of the signal from E. coli
lysed on-chip. The dashed line corresponds to the average
signal change in the absence of E. coli. Error bars represent
standard error.

To evaluate the detection limit of the sensors with
proximal lysis, E. coli were serially diluted from 400 to
0.4 CFU/μL (Figure 5B). E. coli were lysed on-chip by
applying the optimal 300 μs pulses for 1 min, and the
lysate was allowed to incubate at 37 C for 30 min. The
5000 CFU/μL S. aureus was used as a negative control. E. coli
were detected with a limit of detection of 0.4 CFU/μL and
high speciﬁcity as no signal was observed from S. aureus.
The sensitivity enhancement provided by the
combination lysis/detection device was tested by
challenging the sensors with serial dilutions of E. coli
lysed oﬀ-chip. The limit of detection of the device
when challenged with E. coli lysate prepared oﬀ-chip
was only 4 CFU/μL, which is 10 times higher than when
E. coli were lysed on-chip. This indicates that lysis
in close proximity to the sensors provided a 10-fold
sensitivity advantage.
In addition to providing enhanced detection limits,
proximal lysis should also speed the progress of hybridization and produce fast results. To determine the
time dependence of the detection approach, we challenged the sensor with E. coli at 0.4 CFU/μL using 2 and
5 min hybridization times (Figure 5C). We observed a
positive signal from 0.4 CFU/μL after both 2 and 5 min
hybridization periods, indicating that the sensor has
a rapid response time. This is a record-breaking level
of speed and sensitivity combined in a single sensor
system. The previous sensitivity record for direct electrochemical detection of mRNA in crude lysate is
1 CFU/μL after a 20 min incubation time.18 Here we
show detection of 0.4 CFU/μL within 2 min.
Real sample matrices have a wide range of pH and salt
concentrations which need to be controlled in proximal
electrochemical lysis. To use this device with complex
matrices, the sample could be prediluted in the appropriate buﬀer. Alternatively, this device could be coupled
to a preconcentration step to separate the bacteria of
interest from the sample and allow for buﬀer exchange.
CONCLUSIONS
We developed an integrated device capable of
electrochemical lysis and detection of E. coli at concentrations as low as 0.4 CFU/μL in 2 min. Lysing in the
vicinity of the sensors allowed high concentrations of
released intracellular mRNA to reach the sensor rapidly.
Our experiments highlight the importance of optimizing
the buﬀer and electrode geometry when lysing nearby
surface-modiﬁed electrodes in order to maintain the
integrity of the probe monolayer and provide a powerful
sample-to-answer approach for bacterial detection.

The applied voltages were set to keep the average field constant across both geometries.
Simulations of the ﬂux of analyte molecules at the
sensor surface were calculated using a COMSOL model.
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To measure the amount of hybridized nucleic acid, electrochemical signals were measured in 0.1 PBS with 10 μM
[Ru(NH3)6]Cl3 and 4 mM K3[Fe(CN)6]. DPV signals were obtained
with a potential step of 5 mV, pulse amplitude of 50 mV, pulse
width of 50 ms, and a pulse period of 100 ms. Signal changes
that corresponded to target hybridization were calculated
with background-subtracted currents: ΔI = (Iafter  Ibefore)
(where Iafter = current after target hybridization and Ibefore =
current before target hybridization, i.e., current with only
probe).
Conflict of Interest: The authors declare no competing
ﬁnancial interest.
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These calculations are described in the Supporting
Information.
Device Fabrication. Devices were fabricated by the Canadian
Photonics Fabrication Centre (Ottawa, ON) on 300 μm thick 6 in.
silicon wafers coated with 450 nm of thermally grown SiO2. To
pattern the electrodes, 300 nm Au was deposited on a 25 nm Ti
adhesion layer. After patterning the electrodes using standard
photolithography and wet etching, the electrodes were passivated with 500 nm SiO2 using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor
deposition. The lysis electrodes, contacts, and apertures were
exposed using reactive ion etching. Wells were patterned using
SU-8 30-25 (Microchem, Newton, MA) using photolithography.
The devices were diced and fixed to the bottom of a customdesigned PMMA reservoir (QuickCUTCNC, Atlanta, GA).
NME Electrodeposition. Nanostructured microelectrodes (NMEs)
were electrodeposited using a two-step process using a threeelectrode setup with a Pt counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. To grow a sensor with a large footprint, we
applied 0 mV with respect to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode for
20 s in a solution of 50 mM HAuCl4 and 0.5 M HCl. Sensors were
decorated with nanostructured features by applying 250 mV in
a solution of 5 mM PdCl2 and 0.5 M HClO4 for 5 s.
Preparation of Bacterial Samples. E. coli (Invitrogen, Carslbad,
CA) and S. aureus (ATCC) were cultured in an incubating shaker
at 33 C in LB Miller and tryptic soy agar broth, respectively.
Concentrations were measured using optical density measurements at 600 nm with a UVvis spectrometer (Agilent, Santa
Clara, CA) and by counting the number of colonies on agar plates
incubated overnight at 37 C. Using centrifugation, the growth
medium was replaced with the appropriate buffer before lysis.
To assess cell viability, 100 μL of lysate was spread on LB agar
plates and incubated overnight at 37 C. E. coli were lysed offchip using OmniLyse (Claremont Bio, Upland, CA).
Flow Cytometry. E. coli were diluted to 1  107 CFU/mL in
various buffers. Potentials from 0 to 20 V were applied to lysis
electrodes using a 1 Hz repetition rate for 60 s. After lysis,
samples were incubated with 2 μg/mL propidium iodide for
30 min in the dark. Measurements were made using a BD FACS
Canto flow cytometer and plotted as histograms of fluorescence
intensity.
Fluorescent Microscopy. E. coli expressing GFP were diluted to
1  107 CFU/mL in the appropriate buffer and lysed with varying
numbers of 20 V pulses (30 μs pulse time). Samples were
incubated with 2 μg/mL propidium iodide, and red and green
fluorescent images were acquired with a Nikon Eclipse LV150
microscope.
Synthesis and Purification of PNA Probes. Probes complementary
to E. coli rpoβ mRNA (4029 bp) were designed with the
following sequence: NH2-Cys-Gly-Asp-ATC TGC TCT GTG GTG
TAG TT-Asp-CONH2. Probes were synthesized using a protein
Technologies Prelude peptide synthesizer and purified using
reverse-phase high-performance liquid chromatography. Probe
concentration was calculated using the extinction coefficient
and the absorbance at 260 nm.
Sensor Functionalization, Lysis, And Hybridization. Sensors were
functionalized with 1 μM PNA probe and 9 μM mercaptohexanol for 30 min at room temperature. Chips were washed
twice for 5 min with 1 PBS buffer after probe deposition. E. coli
and S. aureus were diluted to the appropriate concentration
in 50 mM phosphate buffer, and 50 μL was added to the chip.
After washing, potentials were applied to lysis electrodes using
1 Hz pulses with varying voltages and pulse times. The chip
was incubated in a humidity chamber for 2 to 30 min at 37 C
followed by washing twice with PBS for 5 min. After washing,
DPV measurements were performed following probe deposition and sample hybridization in the electrocatalytic solution.
Electrochemical Masurements. For all electrochemical measurements, we used a three-electrode setup with a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and Pt counter electrode connected to a
potentiostat (BASi, West Lafayette, IN). To measure the effect
of lysis on probe detachment, NMEs modified with a PNA probe
were scanned from 0 to 0.5 V using differential pulse voltammetry in a solution of 2.5 mM Fe(CN)64 and 0.1 PBS. Oxidation
currents were measured before and after applying 30 μs and
10 ms 20 V pulses to the lysis electrodes at 1 Hz for 60 s.
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